Investigation of multi-cone geometry imaging with laser lights.
A new x-ray imaging crystal spectrometer is developed for time-resolved measurements of x-ray line spectra. One of the main advantages is that it produces perfect images of a point source for each wavelength in a selectable spectral range. The other advantage is that the detector plane can have an arbitrary orientation with respect to the crystal surface. These unique imaging properties are obtained by bending the crystal into a certain shape, which is generated by arranging multiple cones from different aperture angles on a common nodal line. The test results were presented from optical tests of the multi-cone and single-cone structures. The numerical results on the deteriorations of the spectral and spatial resolutions are obtained due to the potential misalignments of the source. The concept of the configuration is considered to be particularly useful for high-power laser experiments where the size of the source is small and a wide spectral range would be diagnosed.